A Monte Carlo approach for change-point detection in the Cox proportional hazards model.
Detecting a time lag of treatment effect or identifying change points in a hazard function is of great interest and importance in survival analysis. The testing procedures hereto are primarily based on analytical approximations for the asymptotic null distribution of either the likelihood ratio test or the score test. In the presence of random censoring and/or covariates, however, the justification for the limiting distribution often requires some technical assumptions and conditions that are difficult to verify in practice. Moreover, a satisfactory asymptotic theory for testing the existence of multiple change points in hazard function has not emerged. In this paper, we consider maximal score tests for detecting change point(s) in the Cox proportional hazards model with censored data. We propose to use a simple Monte Carlo approach for assessing the statistical significance of tests. The proposed approach is applicable for testing a single change point in the Cox model with covariates and sample stratifications over various types of candidate regions, including discrete time-point sets or disjoint intervals. We also show that the proposed test statistics and the Monte Carlo procedure are well applicable under situations with multiple change points. Simulation studies and an analysis of a real data from a randomized cancer trial are conducted to demonstrate the finite-sample performance of the proposed approach.